Standard Fellowship Training

Initial registration fee $702.00
Part-time annual training fee* $1,330.00
Full-time annual training fee $1,864.00

*Part-time fees apply when training is completed at up to and including 0.5 full-time equivalent (FTE) over the whole training year, or when undertaking only one semester or less than 6 months training within a year.

Interrupted training

Break-in-training annual fee $497.00

The break-in-training annual fee applies when a break covers the entire training year.

Administrative fee

Administrative fee $494.00

The Administrative fee applies to Fellows-in-training who have completed the time requirement for Certificate training but are yet to satisfy other Certificate training requirements. This fee also applies to any submission of 2003 training forms after 31st August 2016.

Re-entry

Re-entry into training program $415.00

The re-entry fee applies when a withdrawn trainee is accepted to re-join RANZCP training.

Late fee

Late fee for payment $317.00

Payments made after 31st March 2022 will incur a late fee of A$/NZ$317

Recognition of Prior Learning

Recognition of Prior Learning fee $1,388.00

See examples page 2.

Updating training status

The College relies on receiving advice from trainees, Fellows-in-Training and their Directors of Training regarding changes in training status, such as part-time training, break-in-training or withdrawal from the Fellowship program. This information is used to determine the appropriate fee for the training year.

If the Training department does not receive advice regarding training status, then the subsequent fee issued may be incorrect and may require revision.
To advise the College of training status, please use the relevant form as listed below:

- **Break-in-Training/Not-in-Training form**
- **Part time training form**

If a break-in-training is extended beyond the previously approved break in training, the trainee or Fellow is required to submit a new Break in Training form for the extended period.

Trainees or Fellows-in-training who wish to withdraw from the Fellowship or Certificate Program are required to complete and submit the Withdrawal from training form.

The examples below detail the training and recognition of prior learning (RPL) fees payable in different FTE training scenarios, e.g. full-time, part-time or during a break-in-training.

Please note, training fees are calculated according to the training completed in each training year; RPL fees are payable on application (see the Recognition of Prior Learning Policy and Procedure for further information).

---

**For trainees applying for RPL upon entering the Fellowship Program, the following may apply.**

Note: RPL applications must be submitted within 6 months of the trainee’s confirmed start date.

**Example 1**

Entering the training program full-time + applying for RPL (of previous training)

= initial registration fee + full-time training fee + RPL fee

= $702 + $1864 + $1388

= $3954

**Example 2**

Entering the training program part-time + applying for RPL (of previous training)

= initial registration fee + part-time training fee + RPL fee

= $702 + $1330 + $1388

= $3420

**For trainees applying for RPL for prospectively approved overseas training, the following may apply.**

**Example 3**

9 months training in Australia/NZ + 3 months training overseas (prospectively approved)

= full-time training fee + RPL fee

= $1864 + $1388

= $3252

Note: *the break-in-training fee does not apply as the break (from Australian/NZ training) does not cover the entire training year.*

**Example 4**

5 months training in Australia/NZ + 6 months training overseas (prospectively approved)

= part-time training fee + RPL fee

= $1330 + $1388

= $2718

Note: *the break-in-training fee does not apply as the break (from Australian/NZ training) does not cover the entire training year.*

**Example 5**

No training in Australia/NZ for the year + 3 months training overseas (prospectively approved)

= break-in-training fee + RPL fee

= $497 + $1388

= $1885